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Abstract 

American English, originated from British English, is a regional variation of British 
English. British English and American English are different in many aspects. This paper 
mainly analyzes the differences between them from the perspective of pronunciation, so 
as to clearly understand the characteristics of British and American pronunciation, 
which will help to avoid the confusion in the use of two, and improve English foundation 
and English communication ability. 
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1. Introduction 

The famous Irish writer Bernard Shaw said that Britain and the United States are two countries 
separated by the same language. In the long history, there are two branches of English, namely 
British English and American English. English is the most widely used language in the world. 
The increasingly frequent international communication has attracted many English learners, 
some of whom like English pronunciation and some like American pronunciation. Whether in 
vowels, consonants, accents or tones, there are differences between American English and 
British English. However, many people can't really distinguish British English from American 
English and can't keep the consistent use of them . They often use English and American sounds 
together, which causes a lot of unnecessary trouble and embarrassment. As lingua franca, 
English has a great impact on the world. People are confused and confused about the differences 
between English and American sounds while they understand, learn and use English. This paper 
mainly discusses and analyzes the differences between British English and American English in 
phonetic system, vowels, consonants and word stress. 

American English has a lively tone and pays attention to cadence. British English is relatively 
straight. 

2. The Phonetic Differences Between British English and American 
English 

There are many varieties of English pronunciation, such as British English, American English, 
Australian English, Canadian English, South African English, etc., but American English and 
British English are the most influential and the most widely used pronunciation. 

Although the native English is small, there are many dialects, and there are great differences in 
pronunciation among different dialects. But since the 16th century, southern England, 
especially the pronunciation based on London dialect, has gradually become the standard of 
learning and imitating all over the country. Today,  it is still the standard pronunciation, the so-
called London accent or London accent. In British English phonetics books, it is called "Standard 
Pronunciation" , later renamed as Received Pronunciation (RP), which is also the BBC 
pronunciation. This pronunciation system is more in-depth and comprehensive in research and 
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more descriptive than other pronunciation. In our country, RP has always been used as a 
teaching standard in schools, colleges and universities. 

In the 17th century, when the British colonists came to settle down on the Atlantic coast of 
North America, they also brought English language, that is, the American pronunciation. 
Although it is not exactly the same as British English, it basically maintains the English 17th 
century standard pronunciation, but its pronunciation is somewhat similar to that of the 
northern part of England. 

According to accent, American English can be roughly divided into three types: eastern 
American, southern American and ordinary American. The eastern American dialect is mainly 
used in New England on the Atlantic coast in the northeast corner of the United States, while 
the southern American dialect is basically used by silly girls in 11 Southern states of the United 
States. In addition to the two areas mentioned above, the English used in the vast areas of the 
United States is called general American, which is the so-called American pronunciation. This 
pronunciation is the most representative, the largest number of people used, the widest area, 
and the largest proportion of the population in the United States. 

At present, American “Putonghua” has an absolute advantage in terms of number of users, 
regions and uses. At the same time, due to the well-developed transportation in the United 
States, people often travel, move, change their work places, and have great mobility, so 
American Mandarin constantly affects other smaller dialects and changes their pronunciation. 
Today, American broadcasters and actors mainly use American “Putonghua”, which has a great 
impact on the audience and is also the standard pronunciation of VOA. 

We know that there are different phonetic systems for phonetic notation of words, such as Jones 
and Jimson for English pronunciation, K.K. and Webster phonetic system for American 
pronunciation. Therefore, if you are familiar with these phonetic systems, you can see at a 
glance whether the phonetic symbols in the dictionary are British or American. 

DJ phonetic symbol (DJ) is written by British linguist Daniel Jones. According to IPA, Daniel 
Jones compiled the English pronunciation dictionary, which was first published in 1917. It 
represents the pronunciation called "Received Pronunciation". 

Based on IPA, A Pronouncing Dictionary of American English was first published in 1944. This 
is the most commonly used and authoritative phonetic notation. From then on, the KK phonetic 
system has become the standard pronunciation system of American. 

The most common phonetic symbols in domestic English dictionaries are DJ in British 
pronunciation and KK in American pronunciation. Although there are differences, it is worth 
mentioning that the symbols used in the two phonetic symbols are from IPA. 

In some dictionaries, the only phonetic system used is Jones or Gimson. The phonetic notation 
in such dictionaries is assumed to be British phonetic. But if the British or American 
pronunciation of a word has obvious differences, the dictionary will also use Jones or Jimson 
phonetic symbols to mark the American pronunciation in one way or another. 

3. Differences of Vowel Pronunciation between British English and 
American English 

Standard British pronunciation (RP) and standard American pronunciation (GA) are not the 
same in terms of pronunciation and intonation, and the differences of British and American 
pronunciation in word pronunciation are particularly obvious. Whether there is a difference in 
British and American pronunciation of a word depends on whether there is a difference in 
British and American pronunciation in one or more places (or vowels, consonants, or both) of 
the word, or whether there is a difference in the stress of a word in British and American 
pronunciation. For example, after, the British pronunciation is /'a:ftə /, and the American sound 
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is /'æftər /; if it is done, the English sound is / dəu' neit /, and the American sound is /'d ɔ net 
/. 

Most of the differences in British and American pronunciation are regular and conditional, that 
is, they usually appear in certain spelling forms. For example, the occurrence of rolling vowels 
in American pronunciation is conditional. Of course, there are also some irregular, those 
irregular differences between Britain and the United States only appear in a few words. 

3.1. There Are Regular Differences in Vowel Pronunciation between British 
and American 

Among the differences of British and American pronunciation, vowel difference is the most 
important one. In terms of British and American vowels, there is a phenomenon that needs 
special attention: the same vowel in British pronunciation has different pronunciation in 
American pronunciation because of the different spelling of its corresponding part in the word, 
or the specific vowel in a specific word itself has differences in British and American 
pronunciation. For example: 

 

British American 

Car /ka:/ Car/ka:r/ 

Cast /ka:st/ Cast /kæst/ 

Calm /ka:m/ Calm /kɔ: m/ 

Father /fa:ðə/ Father /fa:ðə/ 

Tomato /tə'ma:təu/ Tomato /tə'meitəu/ 

Clerk /kla:k/ Clerk /klɜ:rk/ 

 

As can be seen from the above examples, in British, the vowels in the underlined parts of these 
words are pronounced as / a: /, but in American pronunciation, the vowels in the underlined 
parts of other words are not only different from / a: /, but also have their own pronunciation. 

In vowels (except for the phenomenon of rolling tongue), there are some differences between 
British and American sounds in some words, and these differences are regular. 

3.1.1. Differences between British and American Pronunciations in Front Vowels 

There are /i:/ /i/ /e/ /æ/,, when pronouncing, the tongue end is close to the lower teeth, and 
the front of the tongue is lifted up to the upper alveolar, but it does not touch. There is no 
obstruction and friction in the process of pronunciation. These four sounds are slightly different 
in British and American pronunciation. 

(1) In most cases, it's the same as the American tone, but sometimes it’s pronounced like this: 

Jeep   British /dʒi:p/, American/dʒip/. 

(2) In most cases, it is the same as the American tone, but sometimes it’s pronounced  like this : 

Elevate, British /'eliveit/, American/'eləveit/ 

Semester, British /si'mestə/, American/sə'mestər/ 

Dominate, British/ 'dɔmineit/, American/'dɔməneit/ 

Discipline, British /'disiplin/, American'disəplin/ 

In British, it is / i /, sometimes in American, it is / e / 

Enlighten, British /in'laitn/, American/en'laitn/ 

Enthusiast, British /in'θju:ziæ st/,American /en'θju:ziæst/ 

(3) In English, / e / and / æ  / are basically the same in American. But / e / is a little larger in the 
American tone, / æ  / in the American tone, it slides from / e / to / æ  /. 
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3.1.2. Differences between British and American Pronunciation in Central Vowels 

In British, the vowel has / ɜ: / ə / / ∧ /. When pronouncing, the end of the tongue leaves the 
lower teeth, the middle part of the tongue lifts up to the upper jaw, and the tongue body 
stretches horizontally without any obstruction and friction. These three sounds are slightly 
different in English and American pronunciation. 

(1) In British, it is / ɜ: /, in American, it is / ər/, for example: 

Birth, /bɜ:θ/ VS/ bərθ/ 

Certain,/sɜ:tn/ VS /sərtn/ 

(2) In British, it is / ə /, in American, it is / ər/, for example: 

Teacher, /'ti:tʃə/ VS  /'ti:tʃər/ 

Doctor, /'dɒktə/ VS /'da:ktər/ 

(3) In British, it is / Λ /, in American, it is / ə:r/, for example: 

But, /bΛt/ VS /bət/ 

Such,/sΛtʃ/ VS /sətʃ/ 

Hurry, /hΛri/VS/hɜ:ri/ 

Current,/'kΛrənt/VS/'kɜ:rənt/ 

3.1.3. Differences between British and American Pronunciation in the Back Vowel 

In English, there are / u: / / u// ɔ: / / ɔ / / a: /. When pronouncing, the tongue ends leaves from 
the lower teeth, and the back of the tongue lifts up to the upper jaw, but does not touch. The air 
flow is not obstructed and there is no friction. There are some differences in British and 
American pronunciation of these five sounds. 

(1) In British, / u: / and / u / are equally pronounced in American, / u: / and / u /. 

(2) British/ ɔ: / is similar to / a: /in American pronunciation, actual pronunciation is 

/ ɔa /, such as Saw,/sɔ:/VS/sa:/. 

British/ɔ:/ is pronounced /ɔ:r/in American pronunciation, for example: 

Short,/ʃɔ:t/vs/ʃɔ:rt/ 

More,/mɔ:/vs/mɔ:r/ 

(3) British/ɔ/ is pronounced/ɔ:r/,/a:/or /ɔ/in American pronunciation,for example: 

Hot, /hɔt/vs/ha:t/ 

God, /gɔd/vs /ga:d/ 

Foreign, /'fɔrən/vs/'fɔ:rən/ 

Corridor,/'kɔridɔ:/vs /'kɔ:ridɔ:r/ 

In Dog, fog, both of them are /dɔg/,/fɔg/ 

(4) British/a:/ is pronounced/a:r/ /æ/ /ɔ:/ /a:/ /ei/ /ɜ:r/ in American pronunciation,for 
example: 

 

British American 

Car /ka:/ Car/ka:r/ 

Cast /ka:st/ Cast /kæst/ 

Calm /ka:m/ Calm /kɔ: m/ 

Father /fa:ðə/ Father /fa:ðə/ 

Tomato /tə'ma:təu/ Tomato /tə'meitəu/ 

Clerk /kla:k/ Clerk /klɜ:rk/ 
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3.1.4. Differences of British and American Pronunciation in the Two Vowels 

In English, there are / ei /, / ai /, / ɔi /, / əu /, / au/,/ɪə/, /eə/, /uə/. The first five are closed 
vowels with the same pronunciation. They slide from the first one to the back one, the mouth 
shape changes from big to small, and the tongue position rises. The last three are concentrated 
vowels, which slide from the previous one to the last one. The pronunciation is heavy in the 
front and light in the back, long in the front and short in the back. 

(1) The British / ei /, in the American tone, is pronounced / æ  / or similar to / e/, and the 
American sound moves less, between / e / and / i / 

 

British American 

hate /heit/ hate /het/ 

day /dei/ day /de/ 

grey /grei/ grey /gre/ 

daily /'deili/ daily /'deli/ 

give /geiv/ give /gev/ 

data /'deitə/ data /'dætə/ 

 

(2) The two vowels /ai/, /ɔi/, /au/ are the same in British and American pronunciation. 

(3) The British / əu / glides less in American tones, between / ɔ / and / u/, it is /ɔ /,but the 
actual pronunciation is /ɔ:u/,and /ɔ:/,/a:/ 

 

British American 

hope /həup/ hope /hɔp/ 

coat /kəut/ coat /kɔt/ 

slow /sləu/ slow /slɔ/ 

progress/'prəugres/ progress/'prɔ:gres/,/'pra:gres/ 

 

(4)  

British / ɪə /, / eə, / uə / in the case of rolling tongue in American sound, /ɪər/, /eər/, /uər, 
respectively 

 

British American 

cheer /tʃɪə/ cheer /tʃɪər/ 

share /ʃeə/ share /ʃeər/ 

sure /ʃuə/ sure /ʃuər/ 

idea/ai'dɪə/ idea/ai'dɪə/ 

3.2. Irregular Differences in Vowel Pronunciation between Britain and 
America 

Most of the differences in British and American pronunciation are regular, and the irregular 
differences only appear in few words. Here are examples of irregular vowel differences. 
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Words RP GA 

Progress /'prəugres/ /'prɔgres/ /'pra:gres/ 

Process /'prəuses/ /'prɔses/ /'pra:ses/ 

Data /'deitə/ /'dætə/ 

Either /'aiðə/ /'i:ðə/ 

Neither /'naiðə/ /'ni:ðə/ 

Leisure /'leʒə/ /'li:ʒə/ 

tomato /tə'ma:təu/ /tə'meitəu/ 

gala /'ga:lə/ /'geilə/ 

clerk /kla:k/ /klɜ:rk/ 

derby /'da:bi/ /'dɜ:rbi/ 

 

In each of the above words, the vowel part of a syllable is different in British and American 
pronunciation. In other words, the British and American pronunciation of this particular vowel 
part of the word has different preferences. 

3.3. The Rhotic Phenomenon in American Pronunciation 

One of the most remarkable features of standard American pronunciation is that it sounds R-
shaped all the time, that is, the rolling vowel. You can hear the existence of the rolling vowel in 
almost every sentence spoken by native speakers of standard American pronunciation. If you 
have no idea about the rolling vowels in American pronunciation, you might as well imagine 
what the Er Hua sounds like in Mandarin. 

 

GA vowels in Putonghua 

Words Rhotic sound Rhotic sound in context Rhotic sound 

war /wɔ:r/ 老窝儿 /wɔ:r/ 

fur /fɜ:r/ 新媳妇儿 /fɜ:r/ 

charge /tʃa:rdʒ/ 裤衩儿 /tʃa:r/ 

Word /wɜ:rd/ 香味儿 /wɜ:r/ 

 

The reduplication of a word in Putonghua is to express the small, lovely or humorous tone of 
things in daily life. Therefore, even the words with nasal sound at the end will also be retroflex, 
such as "go to one side", "for a while" and "no way". In contrast, vowel rolling in American 
pronunciation has nothing to do with what or how to express it. The basic reason of rolling 
tongue in American pronunciation is that the corresponding spelling of rolling vowel has the 
letter R. In other words, whether a vowel in American pronunciation can be rolled is conditional: 
the spelling corresponding to the vowel has the letter R in it. In some vowels, the English sound 
corresponds to the rolled tongue of the American sound. 

Some English learners don't know the conditions of the American pronunciation. They think 
that the vowel part of the word with / ə / or with / ə / can be turned into an American sound. 
In fact, it is not. Only when there is a letter R in the spelling, the corresponding vowel can be 
tongue rolling; otherwise, tongue rolling is not allowed. If there is no letter R in the spelling 
corresponding to a vowel, and if the vowel is sent into a rolling vowel, it is an overuse of R, that 
is, overuse of rolling tongue. 
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The spelling of the underlined part of the word in the table below does not contain the letter R, 
so you should not roll your tongue when pronouncing it. In the table below, the English and 
American phonetic symbols are the same, and the pronunciation is basically the same. 

 

RP GA Spelling letters Examples 

/a:/ /a:r/ -ar-, -ear- Yard,part, star,heart,hearth 

/a:/ /ɜ:r/ -er- Clerk,Derby 

/ɔ/ /ɔ:r/ -o+r Foreign,corridor,correspond 

/ɔ:/ /ɔ:r/ -or-,-ar-,-our, -oar- Short,more,war,course,soar 

/ɜ:/ /ɜ:r/ -ir,-er-,-or-,-ur-,-ear-, -eur- Birth,certain,learn,nurse 

/ə/ /ər/ -er,-or,-ar Teacher,doctor,beggar 

/ʌ/ /ɜ:r/ -u+r, -o+r,-ou+r Current,worry,courage,hurry 

/iə/ /iər/,/ir/ -ere, -ear, -eer, -eare Here,cheer,Shakespeare 

/eə/ /eər/,/er/ -ere, -ear, -are, -air Bear,hair,share 

/uə/ /uər/,/ur/ -ure,-oor,-our Sure,poor,tour 

/eiə/ /eiər/ -ayer,-eyer Layer,player,conveyer,greyer 

/aiə/ /aiər/ 
-ire,-yre,-ier,-igher,-yer,-

uyer 
Fire,tyre,supplier,higher,dyer 

/aʊə/ /aʊər/ -our, -ower Hour,power 

/əuə/ /əuər/ -oer,-ower Goer,slower 

/ɔiə/ /ɔiər/ -oyer employer 

 

RP GA Spelling letters Examples 

/ə/ /ə/ -a-,-o-,-e-,-i-,-u-,-ou- 
About, catalogue,China, 

polite,purpose,minus, famous,campus 

/iə/ /iə/ -ia,-ea Idea,media,area,India,encyclopedia 

/aiə/ /aiə/ -ie,-ia,-io- Quiet,diet,diamond,dialogue,pioneer 

 

Many people who like to roll up vowels also tend to roll up the vowels of the words listed in the 
table below. In fact, the vowels in these words should not be rolled because there is no R in the 
corresponding spelling. 

 

RP GA 
Wrong 
sounds 

Spelling letters Examples 

/a:/ /æ/ /a:r/ -a+ss,st,ft,-al+f,-a- Pass,laugh,path,castle,last,staff,banana, 

/a:/ /ɔ:/ /a:r/ -al+m Calm,palm,balm,psalm 

/a:/ /a:/ /a:r/ -a-,-ah- Father,saga,Utah, Bahamas 

/ɔ:/ /a:/,/ɔ:/ /ɔ:r/ -aw,-au-,-al-,-ou-,-oa Saw,caught,cause,talk,ought,broad 

 

Some English learners even read / ʌ / in some words, such as study /'st ʌ di /as      / ' sta:rdi/ .  
This is the typical abuse of rolled  tongue. 

3.4. Nasal Vowels in American Pronunciation 

A considerable proportion of English words have one or more vowels followed by nasal 
syllables. There are three nasal sounds in English, /m/, /n/, /ŋ/,, which often appear after 
vowels. Compared with English and American, the change of nasal to vowel quality after vowel 
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in American is more significant than that in English. In other words, the effect of vowels in this 
context is more obvious in American than in implicit. Take language /'læŋgwidʒ/ , for example, 
the tone quality of /æ/ in language is basically not affected by the nasal. In American 
pronunciation, due to the influence of nasal sound, / æ / is not only nasal, but also the lingual 
position is raised, so the distance between upper and lower teeth becomes smaller, which 
sounds like nasalized  / e /. 

For example, the words in the following table. 

 

Word English American English vowel 

language /'læŋgwidʒ/ /'leŋgwidʒ/ /e/ 

congress /'kɔŋgres/ /'ka:ŋgres/ /a:/ 

band /bænd/ /bend/ /e/ 

home /həum/ /hɔ:m/ /ɔ:/ 

4. Differences of Consonant Pronunciation between British English and 
American English 

The difference of British and American pronunciation is mainly the difference of vowel 
pronunciation, but the difference of British and American pronunciation of consonants also 
needs to be noted, although the differences in consonants are not as wide as vowels. The 
differences of consonant pronunciation between Britain and America are mainly reflected in 
the following situations. 

4.1. The flapping Effect of / t /, / d /, / n / in American Pronunciation 

In the aspect of consonant pronunciation, the most significant difference between British and 
American pronunciation is the pronunciation of / t /, / d /, / n / as the head of syllable in Chinese 
unstressed syllables, such as letter, reader, setter, middle, Mann, matter, inner, inter, catalog 
water, cattle, kidding, kindergarten and so on. In the American sound, / t /, / d /, / n / in this 
kind of syllables are often flashed. When flashing, the tip of the tongue quickly sweeps across 
the protrusion from front to back. 

4.2. After the Gingival Consonants, the English / ju: / is Corresponding to the 
American / u:/ 

In English, the gingival consonants are / t /, / d /, / n /, / l /, / s/, / z /, and / θ /. After the 
gingival consonant, the part of / ju: / in English and / u: /, in American. The words are as follows: 

 

Words RP GA 

dew /dju:/ /du:/ 

student /'stju:dənt/ /'stu:dənt/ 

tune /tju:n/ /tu:n/ 

news /nju:z/ /nu:z/ 

suit /sju:t/ /su:t/ 

assume /ə'sju:m/ /ə'su:m/ 

resume /ri'zju:m/ /ri'zu:m/ 

Zeus /zju:s/ /zu:s/ 

enthusiasm /in'θju:ziæzm/ /in'θu:ziæzm/ 
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4.3. If the Spelling is wh, / w / in English Corresponds to /hw/ in American 
Sounds 

In American pronunciation, there are not only spelling differences but also pronunciation 
differences between which / hwitʃ / and witch / witʃ /, and between between /'hweə / and 
weather /'weə /. Therefore, it can be seen that in American English, words that begin with wh 
can be pronounced with /hw /. Although not all native speakers of standard American 
pronunciation use the sound / hw / for wh, they have this pronunciation preference. However, 
most of them are standard American pronunciation, but Americans and Canadians do not speak 
standard British pronunciation but British people. For example 

 

Words RP GA 

what /wɔt/ /wɔt/, /hwa:t/ 

white /wen/ /wen/, /hwen/ 

where /weə/ /weər/, /hweər/ 

whistle /'wisl/ /'wisl/, /'hwisl/ 

4.4. Unaspirated Tendency of / p / and / k / at the Beginning of Unstressed 
Syllables in American Pronunciation 

In English, the aspirated burst consonants / p/ and / k / are still aspirated in unstressed 
syllables. But in American pronunciation, / p/ and / k / as the beginning of unstressed syllables 
tend to be unaspirated, and their actual pronunciation sounds like / b / and / g/ of Putonghua. 
For example: open, welcome, apple, second, etc. 

4.5. When / t / Appears between Two Vowels and Is in the Unstressed Position, 
the Pronunciation Is Similar to / D /, but Not Exactly the Same. for 
Example: City, Better, Pretty, Winter, Etc. 

4.6. Syllables of lingual / l / between English and American 

There are many English words like million, failure, sailing, feeling, billiard, billion and so on, 
that is, two syllables with a lingual / l /. Whether it belongs to the first syllable or the last 
syllable, there are differences in pronunciation: English sounds clear and crisp, while American 
sounds sound vague and muddy. 

4.7. Differences between / ʃ / and / ʒ / in A Few Words 

In some words, the consonant at the beginning of the last syllable is pronounced / ʃ / in English 
and / ʒ / in American. For example: 

 

Words RP GA 

version /'vɜ:ʃən/ /'vɜ:rʒən/ 

aversion /ə 'vɜ:ʃən/ /ə 'vɜ:rʒən/ 

diversion /dai 'vɜ:ʃən/ /dai 'vɜ:rʒən/ 

conversion /kən 'vɜ:ʃən/ /kən 'vɜ:rʒən/ 
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4.8. Some Foreign Words from French 

Words RP GA 

ballet /'bælei/ /bæ'lei/ 

brochure /'brəuʃə/ /brəu'ʃuər/ 

buffet /'bufei/ /bə'fei/ 

cafe /'kæfei/ /kə'fei/ 

fiance /fi'ansei/ /fi:an'sei/ 

resume /'rezju:mei/ /rezju:'mei/ 

4.9. Some Words Ending with - ary, - ery, - ory, - mony, etc 

Words RP GA 

February /'februəri/ /'febju,reəri/ 

library /'laibrəri/ /'laib,reəri/ 

military /'militəri/ /'mili,teəri/ 

monetary /'mʌnitəri/ /'mʌni,teəri/ 

momentary /'məuməntəri/ /'məumən,teəri/ 

monastery /'mɔnəstəri/ /'ma:nə,steəri/ 

secretary /'sekrətri/ /'sekrə,teəri/ 

observatory /əb'zɜ:vətəri/ /əb'zɜ:rvə,tɔ:ri/ 

territory /'terətəri/ /'terə,tɔ:ri/ 

testimony /'testiməni/ /'testə,məni/ 

ceremony /'seriməni/ /'seri,mauni/ 

4.10. The Difference of English and American Stress in Some Words Is Unknown 

Words RP GA 

cigarette /sigə'ret/ /'sigəret/ 

inquiry /in'kwairi/ /'inkwairi/ 

research /ri'sɜ:tʃ/ /'ri'sɜ:tʃ/ 

magazine /mægə'zi:n/ / 'mægəzi:n/ 

5. Conclusion 

To sum up, British and American pronunciation in vowels, consonants, stress and other aspects 
are different. In order to make the American pronunciation of English words sound as pure as 
the American and Canadian people, or make their English pronunciation more like the British 
people, we should first avoid the mixing of English and American in the same speech or the 
same word, and second, we should prevent the overuse or misuse of the rolling sound, that is, 
when the corresponding vowel is not spelled with the letter R, the vowel will also be voiced as 
a rolling tongue. Pay attention to words that contain differences in British and American 
pronunciation. If we want to make the words sound more rhotic, we should also pay attention 
to the problem of whether the vowels are rolling. 
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